Secret Shopper Job Invitation

Are you a detail-driven individual constantly striving for accuracy and improvement? Are you crazy observant, making sure you get every possible bit of information you can? Are you interested in giving feedback to local businesses? If so, The Black Sheep is looking for someone to collect information about local businesses, and you would be perfect for this job!

Responsibilities

- Review housing properties by request of owners to make sure their customer service and training are all up to speed
- Visit specific properties to make sure all staff treats tenants the way they’d treat their managers and visiting parents
- Submit online inquiries to test each property’s online response time and customer service
- Call each property to ensure they have been properly trained on how to handle student inquiries over the phone
- Enter collected data and required photos into the proper feedback forms

Time Commitment

- Maximum 3 hours per property per week

Requirements

- High attention to detail and surroundings
- Proactive and creative problem solving skills
- Deadline-driven mindset
- Strong communication skills
- Legally allowed to work in the U.S.

Compensation

- $75 per property via direct deposit through a Stripe account

Interested? Apply online at theblacksheep.marketing/careers